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Ø Motivations

Ø DAT: A Distributed AT Framework 

Ø Research Question
How to scale up Adversarial Training with 

distributed machine learning to large 
models and datasets?

v Current accelerated AT algorithms all suffer 
from various problems.
v Distributed ML is effective for standard training.

vWe present a general algorithmic framework for 
Distributed AT.
v We provide convergence analysis of DAT in 
general non-convex settings.
v Experiments in various AT settings 

ü robust training on ImageNet
ü semi-supervised AT
ü certified robust training
ü robust pretrain + finetuning

Ø Problem Formulation
v Adversarial Training
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𝜆 Balance between training loss and robustness.
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Table 1. DAT (in gray color) on (ImageNet, ResNet-50) compared with
baselines in Standard Accuracy (TA), Robust Accuracy against PGD (RA)
and AutoAttack (AA), communication time per epoch (C) and total training
time per epoch (T). ‘p × q’ represents ‘# nodes × # GPUs per node’.

Table 2. Certified accuracy (%) of smooth classifiers on
(CIFAR-10, ResNet-18) versus ℓ2 radii.

Table 3. DAT with semi-supervision using ResNet-18 or Wide
ResNet-28-10 under CIFAR-10 + 500K unlabeled Tiny Images.

Table 4. Effect of gradient quantization on the performance of
DAT for various numbers of bits. The training and evaluation
settings on (ImageNet, ResNet-50) are consistent with Table 1.
The new performance metric ‘Data trans. (MB)’ represents
data transmitted per iteration in the unit MB.

Figure 2. Fine-tuning ResNet-50 (pre-trained on ImageNet)
under CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Adversarial training on
CIFAR from scratch is also presented. Here DAT-PGD is used
for both pre-training and fine-tuning at 6 computing nodes.

Ø Algorithmic Framework of DAT

Ø Large-batch Challenge
v Adversarial training suffers from performance 
degradation with large batches.
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Ø Gradient Quantization

v Non-linear error coupling from:
ü gradient estimation 
ü LALR

𝜏(||𝜃*,,||1) = min(max (||𝜃*,,||1, 𝑐2 , 𝑐3)

vSolution: Layer-wise Adaptive Learning Rate

Ø Challenges in Convergence Analysis

v Reduce computational costs by using fewer bits 
to store gradient information.

ü gradient quantization
ü inner maximization oracle


